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English translation:
Naglaa: The first work of literature we thought of talking about is The New Shylock, The
New Shylock by Ali Ahmed Bakathir. It is a play, and this play talks about what, Seham?
Seham: It’s a two-part play, or it is two plays combined in one play, I mean. It talks
about an essential problem, which is the problem of Palestine.
Naglaa: Ummm.
Seham: … between Arabs and Israel. Who has the right in this country? Is it for Arabs,
as this is their country, where they coexisted and [were] born and have ancient, deep
roots in it? Or is it for the Jewish [people], who took it over by a pledge in the Balfour
Declaration in 1917? Each one of them says, “No, this is my right.” The Jewish say,
“People, we have nothing to do with this. We didn’t occupy you. We bought something

and paid the price to the country that controlled you. We have nothing to do with this. It’s
our right.” Everyone sees his point of view as the true one.
Naglaa: We … the first thing that drew my attention is that we read Arabic literature
written about Palestine, but we don’t regard the Jewish literature written about Palestine.
Seham: Ummm.
Amal: And this is the idea of a book issued to me … it’s a translation I mean, by the
Academy of Arts, Publishing House, Theatre Department. Its title is Selections of the
Israeli Drama. It shows two plays: a play called The Masked, by an Israeli writer named
Elan Hatsol, followed by six short plays that are sketches, which European literature is
famous for … comic ones, I mean. Another author [is] called Afram Keyshawn.
Naglaa: Fine, I mean while we are talking now, for sure we will find one point of view
and another one that contradicts it, or at least ….
Amal: We will talk about two points of view that are not contradicted. Each one sees …
how we see them and how they see themselves … well.
Naglaa: Fine, I ….
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